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ABSTRACT Combining switching state optimization (SSO) and network expansion planning (NEP) in AC
systems results in a mixed-integer non-linear optimization problem. Two methodically different solution
approaches are mathematical programming and heuristic methods. In this paper, we develop a hybrid
optimization method combining both methods to solve the combined optimization of SSO and NEP. The
presented hybrid method applies a DC programming model as an initialization strategy to reduce the search
space of the heuristic. A greedy heuristic ensures that the obtained solutions are AC feasible. We compare
the hybrid method with other heuristic methods and three mathematical programming models on the same
set of planning problems. We show optimization results for four realistic sized power system study cases.
Evaluation criteria are convergence, solution cost, and run time. Results show that the hybrid method is able
to find a higher number of valid AC-solutions in comparisons to the mathematical programming methods.
Furthermore, the obtained solutions have lower expansions costs and are obtained in a shorter run-time
compared to the remaining methods for the analyzed study cases. As an addition to this paper, the hybrid
implementation and the defined benchmark cases are available as open-source software.

INDEX TERMS Greedy algorithms, heuristic algorithms, mathematical programming, optimization meth-
ods, power system planning.

NOMENCLATURE
αij binary variable which is 1 if the power line

between buses ij is replaced and 0 otherwise
βij binary variable which is 1 if an additional power

line between the buses ij is installed and 0 other-
wise

c0 initial optimization cost value of the stepwise cost
function when Nd > 0

cl,ij replacement cost of power line ij in EURkm−1

ca,ij installation cost of an additional line ij in
EURkm−1

ck cost of power generation in EURMWh−1

G generators
Li,viol sum of the length of overloaded power lines
NB buses
Nd number of disconnected buses

Nl active power lines
Nv,viol number of buses with voltage violations
m single switching or line measure
Ml power line replacement measure set
Ma additional line measure set
Mw switch measure set
|Mx | cardinality of a measure set
s solution measure set
Suij branch complex power limit
Sij branch complex power flow
SD,i complex power demand of load i
Sg,k complex power injection of generator k
Pg,k real power injection of generator k
wx weights of cost function f1
Vi complex bus voltage
V l
i ,V

u
i lower and upper voltage bounds

s∗,m∗, c∗ best solution / measure / cost value
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I. INTRODUCTION

POWER system operators apply several measures to
develop their systems according to future demands of

increasing load and generation. For example, new power
lines are installed, existing power lines are replaced, and
switching measures reconfigure the system. Common opti-
mization problem definitions to integrate these measures in
transmission and sub-transmission system optimization are
the network expansion planning (NEP) [1] and optimal trans-
mission switching (OTS) [2] formulations. The optimization
goal is to find the optimal subset of measures with minimal
cost out of all available measures. Optimization constraints
include the power flow formulation, which is non-linear in
AC-systems. The result areNP-hardmixed integer non-linear
programming (MINLP) problems [3], [4].

Two approaches are common to solve these optimization
problems: mathematical programming and meta-heuristic
methods. Most existing mathematical programming opti-
mization strategies have been tested with small scale sys-
tems, and state-of-the-art solvers often do not converge when
solving the AC problem formulations for realistic sized sys-
tems [5]. The general solution strategy in the mathematical
programming context is to apply different relaxation schemes
to consider the non-linear power flow equations in power
system planning [6]–[8]. Promising results are demonstrated
by these relaxation and approximation methods on a wide
range of problems, including OTS [4], [9] and NEP prob-
lems [10], [11]. However, no optimality is guaranteed and
obtained solutions are often not AC-feasible when applying
relaxations [12]. Meta-heuristic strategies are able to find
feasible AC-solutions by iteratively solving AC power flow
problems. In each iteration, a meta-heuristic tries to solve
the optimization problem by applying different measures to
the power system. As with mathematical relaxations, solution
optimality is not guaranteed by meta-heuristics in realistic
cases [13].

Exhaustive literature reviews show that a vast amount
of meta-heuristics and mathematical programming models
exist for the optimization of transmission and distribution
power systems [5], [14], [15]. Hybrid methods combining
both approaches are being proposed and successfully applied
recently [14]. These methods show good results when solving
large NEP problems since non-linear constraints and objec-
tive functions can be handled [15]. The authors of [9] propose
a hybrid method of evolutionary and stochastic programming
approaches to solve the OTS problem. Hybrid NEP methods
reducing the number of expansion planning measures are
implemented by [16], [17].

When combining the optimization of switching measures
and NEP, the solution space becomes very large in real-
istic power systems. Hybrid methods are able to solve
the combined problem by exploiting the advantages of
mathematical programming methods (solution quality) and
meta-heuristics (AC-feasibility). In this paper, we develop
a hybrid optimization method by combining mathemati-
cal programming methods with a meta-heuristic. Our work

is based on the combination of the open-source software
PowerModels.jl [18] and pandapower [19]. As a supple-
ment of this paper, we implement the optimization method
together with all benchmark cases openly available for other
researchers [20]. The hybrid method aims to solve a com-
bined optimization problem of switching state optimization
(SSO) and NEP. In our previous work [21], we identified
the Iterated Local Search (ILS) heuristic [22] as a suitable
meta-heuristic for realistically sized grids. In this paper,
we combine an improved heuristic, inspired by the ILS
implementation, with mathematical models. A comparison
of the regarded methods requires the definition of suitable
benchmark cases. The definition of these cases is a further
contribution of this paper. The main contributions include:

1) an open-source implementation of the hybrid optimiza-
tionmethod combining the SSO andNEP optimization,

2) four open-access benchmark cases of sub-transmission
systems, and

3) a comparison of heuristic and mathematical program-
ming methods.

This paper can help other researchers to identify suitable
heuristic, mathematical programming, or hybrid strategies for
similar optimization problems. In addition, their methods can
be compared based on the defined benchmark systems.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec. II
defines the optimization problems. In Sec. III, we describe
the considered ILS method, the mathematical programming
concept, and the developed hybrid method. The four power
system study cases are explained in Sec. IV. We then show
the optimization results for these four study cases in Sec. V.
In Sec. VI, we summarize our findings and provide an
outlook.

II. DEFINITION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
In this paper, we look at different optimization methods
in the context of grid planning. In this context, we only
consider critical power system states resulting from specific
loading and feed-in situations that might occur in certain
future scenarios. These states are characterized by occurring
voltage limit violations, line loading limits violations, or both.
We want to identify which grid reinforcement measures solve
these problems with minimal costs. In the following, we use
the term load cases for these critical loading situations.
All considered load cases are integrated into the open-access
benchmark data sets together with the corresponding grid
models. A load case is characterized by:
• the initial switching state
• complex SD,i power demand of loads
• complex power generation of generators Sg,k
• complex bus voltage vector Vi of slack buses
The measures that we assume to be available in the

grid reinforcement process comprise the on/off switching of
power lines, the replacement of single power lines, and the
installation of additional power lines. We assume that either
a combination of all measures is available for grid reinforce-
ment or only one specific measure type. This assumption
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leads to four different optimization problems with a fixed
number of discrete measures. All problems are combinato-
rial optimization problems with an exponentially growing
solution space. We search for a cost-optimal combination of
measures that, applied to the network, solves all problems
of the particular load case and brings the network into a
state without violations. The resulting four combinatorial
optimization problems are:
• switching state optimization (SSO),
• replacement of existing lines (REPL),
• installation of additional lines (IAL), and
• combined optimization of all measures (COM).
Fig. 1 depicts for one of the grids the different possi-

ble measures. The solution space is given by all subsets
of the respective measure set M with the cardinality 2|M |.
A separation in SSO, REPL, and IAL is standard industry
practice, e.g., in Germany.

FIGURE 1. Optimization problems and possible measures. M is
the set of available measures in each problem.

A. SWITCHING STATE OPTIMIZATION-SSO
In some load cases, the occurring violations can be solved
by SSO without the need of installing additional power
lines. Therefore, the set of possible measures of the SSO
includes only power line switches M = Mw. A possible
solution method in the mathematical programming context
is to solve the OTS formulation of [2] integrated into Power-
Models.jl [18]. The objective function of OTS is to minimize
power losses by minimizing generation costs ckPg,k of all
generators G:

min: fOTS =
∑
k∈G

ckPg,k (1)

subject to: V l
i ≤ |Vi| ≤ V

u
i ∀i ∈ NB (2)

|Sij| ≤ Suij ∀(i, j) ∈ Nl (3)

Nd = 0 (4)

Constraints of the optimization problem include the stan-
dard AC power flow formulation in polar coordinates.We add
three additional constraints. First, (2) ensures compliance
with the lower V l

i and upper V u
i voltage magnitude limit

for all buses NB. Second, adherence to the upper apparent
power limits Suij of all active power lines Nl is defined by (3).
Third, the number of disconnected buses Nd from the slack
bus is forced to zero by (4), ensuring a connected component

within the system. OTS is commonly applied in the context of
operational optimization. In the planning context, we apply
OTS to find switching states satisfying constraints (2)-(4).
We want to find valid switching states without voltage and
line loading violations for a given load case. Therefore, only
the slack power is minimized to reduce losses in the defined
benchmark cases while other Pg,k are fixed. Minimizing the
losses has low priority in our context since the resulting costs
are negligible in comparison to power line installation cost.
The objective of the SSO is, therefore, to find a switching
state without violations or lower violations as in the initial
switching state of the load case.

B. NETWORK EXPANSION PLANNING-NEP
In NEP, power line measures are applied to satisfy the con-
straints (2)-(4). These measures include either power line
replacements or the installation of additional lines. We for-
mulate two sub-problems considering only one kind of these
measures. A full definition of both problems can be found
in [1]. The problems are integrated as transmission net-
work expansion planning (TNEP) in PowerModels.jl [18].
We regard these two problems separately since this is stan-
dard practice in industry applications.

1) REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING LINES-REPL
The REPL measures set is defined by the possible line
replacements M = Ml . The objective (5) is to minimize the
sum of line replacement costs cl,ij. A line is replaced when
the binary value αij is one and not replaced when αij is zero:

min: fREPL =
∑
ij∈Ml

cl,ijαij (5)

2) INSTALLATION OF ADDITIONAL LINES-IAL
Similarly, the IAL measures set is defined by the set of
additional lines M = Ma. The objective (6) is to minimize
the line installation cost cl,ij when the power line is installed.
βij is a binary variable:

min: fIAL =
∑
ij∈Ma

ca,ijβij (6)

C. COMBINED OPTIMIZATION-COM
All available measures are included in the solution space in a
combined optimization of SSO, REPL, and IAL:M = Mw ∪

Ml∪Ma. The objective is to minimize power line replacement
costs and the cost of additional line measures while satisfying
the constraints (2)-(4):

min: fCOM = fREPL + fIAL (7)

III. OPTIMIZATION METHODS
We compare three methods to solve the defined optimization
problems as listed in Table 1. In particular, we investigate the
open-source implementation of PowerModels.jl [18], the ILS
implementation of [22], and the developed hybrid method.
PowerModels.jl implements the mathematical programming
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TABLE 1. Overview of the optimization methods (+ = can solve
the problem type. * = name of the formulation).

methods solving the SSO, REPL, and IAL problems.
Currently, no formulation is available for the COM problem.
The ILS and hybrid implementation can consider the com-
bined sets of all measures.

A. ITERATED LOCAL SEARCH HEURISTIC
The ILS heuristic implementation, considered in this paper,
is detailed in [22]. The approach follows a random search
strategy. In particular, starting from a given initial solution
(often an empty set of measures) the algorithm randomly
adds and removes single measures. If this alteration leads to
an improvement of the fitness function (e.g. less overloaded
power lines), the fitness value is stored together with the
current best solution, and the search is repeated starting from
this new current best solution. The ILS continues this Hill
Climbing process until no improvement is possible.

B. MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
While the meta-heuristic approach is based on the repeated
solving of the steady state AC power flow calculation,
mathematical programming methods solve the problem dif-
ferently. Here, the power flow equations are boundary
conditions to an optimization problem which minimizes
a certain optimization goal. A solver tries to find valid
assignment of the optimization variables to minimize costs
for generation, losses or grid extension. The state-of-the-
art solvers are often not able to determine solutions for the
MINLP AC-formulation of the regarded optimization prob-
lems. A solution strategy is to approximate or relax bound-
aries to obtain a convex solution space [7]. By simplifying the
problem, solutions can be obtained in linear or polynomial
time. The drawback of this approach is that the determined
solution is either not optimal or AC-feasible. This means that
when running anACpower flow calculationwith the obtained
switching state or line installation, voltage or line loading
limits are violated.

In this paper, we apply PowerModels.jl [18] as the mathe-
matical programming framework. For this, we developed an
open-source pandapower-python interface to PowerModels-
julia. PowerModels.jl includes different approximations and
relaxation models to the non-linear power flow problem [7].
Different solvers can be applied depending on the model.
In the following study, we compare these model/solver
setups:

• ACP - the non-convex AC formulation ACPPower-
Model together with the open-source solver Juniper [23],
Ipopt [24] and Cbc [25],

• SOCWR - the second-order cone relaxation SOCWR-
PowerModel together with Gurobi [26] (IAL; REPL) or
Juniper in combination with Gurobi and Cbc (SSO), and

• DCP - the linear DC-relaxation DCPPowerModel
together with Gurobi (IAL; REPL) or Juniper in com-
bination with Gurobi and Cbc (SSO).

After the optimization, we validate if the solution found by
SOCWR and DCP is AC-feasible with an AC power flow
calculation. If the solution is not AC-feasible, we define it
as invalid in the following comparisons.

FIGURE 2. Two step hybrid optimization method.

C. HYBRID METHOD
The hybrid optimization method is a combination of a greedy
heuristic and mathematical programming methods. It allows
a combined optimization of the switching state and line mea-
sures as shown by the flowchart in Fig. 2. The optimiza-
tion method consists of two main steps: First, Algorithm 1
optimizes the switching state. Second, Algorithm 1 is started
again to select power line measures if any constraint is
violated after the switching state optimization. Input to the
optimization are the power system net in the pandapower
format, switching measures Mw, line replacement measures
Ml , and additional line measures Ma. The algorithm starts
with the current best solution s∗, defined as an empty set of
measures s∗ = {}, with the cost value c{s∗}. The cost value
is returned by the cost function fSSO, which gets the weights
wx as inputs. Different solutions are obtained depending on
these weights (see Section III-C.1). Output of Algorithm 1 is
an optimized switching state s consisting of the measures
s = Mw∗ . This measure set is a subset of Mw with the cost
value c{s}. The optimized switching state s is then input to
the second call toAlgorithm 1. Based on the current switching
state, additional power lines are installed or existing power
lines are replaced. The result is the solution s = Mw∗ ∪Ma∗ ∪

Ml∗ consisting of the switching measures Mw∗ , replacement
measures Ml∗ , and additional power lines installations Ma∗ .
Finally, s is defined as the current best solution s∗ if the cost
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Algorithm 1 Greedy Hybrid
Input: Measures M , weights wx
Output: Solution s, cost cs
1: s = {}
2: f = fSSO
3: cs = f (s,wx)
4: if NEP optimization then
5: f = fNEP
6: M = DCP()
7: end if
8: while M is not empty do
9: m∗ = {}
10: for m in M do
11: cm = f (m,wx)
12: if cm < cs then
13: m∗ = m
14: cs = cm
15: end if
16: end for
17: s = s ∪ m∗

18: if m∗ == {} then
19: break
20: end if
21: M = M − m∗

22: end while
23: return s, cs

value c{s} is smaller than the cost value c{s∗} of the current best
solution. The algorithm stops if a time or evaluation limit is
reached, otherwise the weights wx of the cost function are
changed. A change of wx allows to obtain different solutions
and introduces randomness in the search process.

1) COST FUNCTION
We define two stepwise, monotonously falling cost functions
fSSO and fNEP to calculate the cost of a solution:

fSSO(s,wx) =


f0(s) Nd > 0
f1(s,wx) Nd = 0 ∧ f1 > 0
f2(s) f1 = 0

(8)

fNEP(s,wx) =


f0(s) Nd > 0
f1(s,wx) Nd = 0 ∧ f1 > 0
f3(s) f1 = 0

(9)

First, f0(s) ensures that the number of disconnected buses
Nd is forced to zero. f0 must always return higher cost values
than f1, which is achieved by choosing a sufficiently high
value for c0:

f0(s) = c0 + Nd (10)

Second, f1 determines the weighted cost of voltage limit vio-
lations, line loading violations while considering the number
of violated buses Nv,viol and the length of overloaded power
lines Li,viol . We introduce the weights w1 - w5 since we want

a simultaneous reduction of line overloadings and voltage
violations. It is not trivial how to weight the voltage limit
constraints against line loading constraints. For example,
the reward for reducing upper voltage limit violations is high-
est when w1 is one, and w2−w5 are zero. Similarly, a reduc-
tion of line loading limit violations is strongly rewarded when
w3 is one and the remaining weights are zero. Since there
are no objective criteria to define whether line overloadings,
upper voltage limit violations or lower voltage limit viola-
tions are most important, we randomly change the weights in
each iteration. By this, randomness is introduced in search of
the optimal solution, which allows finding different solutions.

f1(s,wx) = w1 · max(0, (max(|Vi|)− V u
i ))

+w2 · max(0, (V l
i − min(|Vi|)))

+w3 · (max(|Sij|)− Suij)

+w4 · Nv,viol
+w5 · Li,viol (11)

If none of the constraints is violated, the cost function is
equal to the negative system losses for the SSO problem:

f2(s) = −(
∑
k∈G

Pg,k +
∑
i∈NB

PD,i) (12)

Alternatively, the cost function is equal to the negative instal-
lation costs of newly installed or replaced power lines for the
REPL, IAL, and COM problem:

f3(s) = −(
∑
ij∈Ml

cl,ijαij +
∑
ij∈Ma

cl,ijβij) (13)

2) OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Inputs to Algorithm 1 are the set of measures M and the
weights wx . Outputs are the solution s and the correspond-
ing cost value cs. Within one iteration, the heuristic selects
the measure m∗ with minimal costs of all available mea-
sures. m∗ is then removed from the measure set M and
added to the solution s. Different solutions are obtained by
changing the weights wx . When solving the NEP problems,
we apply the DCP as an initialization method to obtain M .
The DCP has the advantage of being fast and reliable for
the NEP problems (see results in Sec. V). In each heuristic
iteration, the DCP solves NEP problem to obtain an ini-
tial solution consisting of line measures. We set tighter line
loading boundaries for the DCP initialization to avoid that
the reduced search space contains no AC-solution. Values
between 80%-95% of the maximum line loading have shown
good results to obtain suitable search spaces for the following
study cases. The greedy algorithm then improves this initial
solution by adding or removing additional lines until feasible
AC solutions are found.

IV. BENCHMARK POWER SYSTEMS
We consider four study cases in the following comparisons.
All power systemmodels are openly available as a benchmark
set for other researchers [20]. The test cases are modified
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FIGURE 3. Test cases including additional line measures (IAL).

TABLE 2. Overview of analyzed grids and number of
optimization variables.

versions from [19], [27], [28]. The topologies of these grids
are shown in Fig. 3 and relevant characteristics are listed
in Table 2. The power system models represent meshed high
voltage (110 kV ) or extra-high voltage grids (230 kV ). The
number of line replacements |Ml |, switches |Mw|, and addi-
tional line |Ma| measures determine the solution space. Each
optimization method chooses from 2M combinations of these
measures. Additional linemeasures are created by aDelaunay
triangulation and included in the benchmark data-set [20].
For each test case, 130 load cases are created by randomly
increasing generation and load values. In total we analyze
520 optimization cases.

The test case Brigande is a meshed German 110 kV sub-
transmission urban grid with 17 stations based on real grid
data. It is the test case with the fewest lines and substations.
The replacement and SSO problems are defined by 17 lines,
and the IAL measures include 11 new lines. The SB mixed
case is a meshed 110 kV grid. It has 64 substation buses with
95 lines to be reinforced or of which the switching state can be
changed. We define 81 possible additional lines for the IAL
problem. The SB urban case is a meshed 110 kV grid with
82 substations, and 113 lines with switches to choose from by
the replacement and SSO problem. We define 136 additional
lines with the Delaunay triangulation. The Reliability Test
System (RTS) is a meshed extra-high voltage grid located in
the US. It has 73 buses with 104 lines.We define 94 additional
lines for the IAL problem.

V. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
In this comparison, we analyze how the different optimization
strategies perform in terms of:

• convergence and AC feasibility of the solution,
• costs of the solution,
• run time.

First, we compare the separated optimization problems SSO,
REPL, and IAL in SectionV-A. We then show results for the

combined optimization, including switching and line mea-
sures in SectionV-B.

A. SSO, REPL, AND IAL SEPARATED OPTIMIZATIONS
1) CONVERGENCE
Fig. 4 shows for each kind of optimization in howmany of the
520 runs each algorithm converged and if the solution is valid
(AC-feasible). Regarding the SSO, we find that in about 27%
of runs valid switching states can be found by ILS and hybrid
methods. The DCP relaxation converges in more cases, but
voltage or line loading limits are still violated when running
an AC power flow calculation. A valid AC-solution is found
only when the line loading and voltage magnitudes are below
their limits. The ILS and hybrid method can solve more SSO
optimizations than the mathematical optimization methods of
which the DCP converges in most cases. Regarding the IAL
andREPL optimization, all methods, except ACP, converge in
nearly all runs. However, results are not always AC-feasible
for the DCP and SOCWR. In these optimizations, the DCP
solutions are not AC-feasible in more than 26% of the cases,
and the SOCWR solutions in more than 53% of runs. Only
the ILS and hybrid methods find valid solutions in over 98%
of all runs.

FIGURE 4. Valid solutions found and convergence by
optimization problem and algorithm. The ILS method and the
hybrid method find solutions in most runs for the test cases.

2) REPL OPTIMIZATION
Table 3 lists the results of the REPL optimization. The results
include the number of solutions found (N), the average val-
ues (M) of the replacement costs of all runs, and the time
needed to find a solution. SD is the standard deviation of
the average values. The mathematical programming meth-
ods do not converge or find valid solutions as often as the
ILS or hybrid method. In the RTS case, the ACP, SOCWR,
and DCP found solutions in less than 16.1%, whereas the
remaining methods find solutions in over 87% of all runs.
For the other grids, the mathematical programming models
converge more often. Costs are only comparable when solu-
tions were found in all runs, as indicated with an asterisk.
For the Brigande case, the hybrid method finds the best
solutions on average. For the Simbench cases and the RTS
case, the ILS and hybrid methods find similar replaced line
lengths. However, the hybrid method needs significantly less
time to obtain these solutions.
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TABLE 3. REPL optimization results. N is the number of
solutions found, M is the mean value of the expansion
costs or the time. SD is the standard deviation. * Indicates
comparable results.

TABLE 4. IAL optimization results. N is the number of solutions
found, M is the mean value of the expansion costs or the time.
SD is the standard deviation. * Indicates comparable results.

3) IAL OPTIMIZATION
Table 4 lists the results of the IAL optimization. Our obser-
vations are similar to the REPL optimization results. The ILS
and hybrid methods can find solutions in more runs than the
mathematical programming methods for all grids. The short-
est line lengths are obtained on average when applying the
ILS method for the SB cases and the RTS cases. The hybrid
methods obtains shorter line lengths in the Brigande case.

The run time of the hybrid method is on average simi-
lar or shorter than the run time of the ILS.

B. COMBINED OPTIMIZATION OF THE SSO
AND NEP PROBLEM
Fig. 5 compares the solution costs of a combined optimiza-
tion of switching and line replacement measures. Results are
shown for the ILS and hybrid method only since the ACP,
DCP, and SOCWR do not provide a combined optimization
of switching and line measures. The hybrid method finds
solutions with average lower costs for the Brigande, RTS,
and the SB mixed case. Significantly lower costs solutions
are found for the RTS case. In the remaining cases, similar
solutions are obtained by the ILS and hybrid methods. The
most significant advantage of the hybrid method is the shorter
run time while finding similar or lower cost solutions than the
ILS, as shown in Fig. 6. The hybrid method needs on average
15-30% of the ILS run time.

FIGURE 5. Network expansion costs in a combined optimization
of switching measures, line replacement, and additional line
measures.

FIGURE 6. Run time in a combined optimization of switching
measures, line replacement, and additional line measures.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we compared the ILS meta-heuristic with three
mathematical programming methods and developed a hybrid
optimization method. We showed results for four grid plan-
ning problems, including switching state optimization, line
replacements, installation of additional lines, and a combined
optimization. We analyzed these problems on four realistic
study cases in over 130 loading situations for each case.
By combining the greedy heuristic with a DC-PowerModel,
we were able to increase convergence and reduce run times.
The hybrid method can solve the combined optimization of
SSO and NEP in all cases. The solution costs of the hybrid
method are, on average, lower than without the DC initializa-
tion. We conclude that:
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• the hybrid method is most robust for the analyzed study
cases. It finds valid solutions in more than 98% of REPL
and IAL runs, and most SSO runs. In the combined
optimization, the hybrid method finds solutions with the
lowest costs in most optimizations.

• the linear DCP optimization converges faster than all
other methods but does not find valid AC solutions in
many runs. Results are similar for the SOCWR method.

• The non-convex ACP method often does not con-
verge, or costs of the found solutions are higher than of
the other methods with the given open-source solver.

Regarding the analyzed study cases, we find that the most
crucial advantage of the mathematical programming models
is the fast convergence of the DC model solved by Gurobi.
The disadvantages of the mathematical programming mod-
els are that the SOCWR and the DCP obtain no valid AC
solutions and that the AC-formulation does not converge in
most runs. Furthermore, the implementation of the combined
problem is not available. Additionally, efficient solvers may
only be commercially available. In comparison, the advan-
tages of the heuristic approaches are that the ILS heuristic
converges in most of the IAL and REPL runs and that they are
easier to implement in comparison to mathematical models.
No commercial solver is needed, and open-source software
can be applied. The disadvantage of themeta-heuristics is that
the optimality of the solution is not guaranteed.

The DCP initialization method helps to reduce run times
of the heuristic. In future research, a combination of other
heuristics or mathematical programming methods should
be analyzed. For example, one could apply several other
models as an initialization for the heuristic optimization to
obtain better initial measure sets. Additionally, we used a
specific combination of models and solvers for mathemati-
cal programming methods. All of these are freely available
as open-source software or for academic purposes. Other
combinations, including commercial solvers, could be ana-
lyzed to increase convergence. Furthermore, other mathemat-
ical approximations and relaxations are currently developed.
These could be tested as well on the given optimization
problems.
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